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TEIScribe: A graphic tool for composing and testing 
TEI documents in the context of the EVI-LINHD environment
Digital Humanities can be seen as a boundary discipline that requires 
coopeation and coon aeeent and iew aon an¢ cientięc 
communities.1 This is the case of Virtual Research Environments (VREs), 
a the¢ faciitate eeache and e fo diěeent conitie a 
place to develop, store, share, and preserve their work.2 The ęt iita 
Humanities Center in Spain, LINHD, the Digital Innovation Lab at UNED 
ha tated deeopin EII
ǰ the ęt E fo panihȬpeae.3 
The enionent oěe eeache a coaoatie pace in the cod to 
manage all phases of their projects: the edition process, storage into the 
database, and text visualization in several output formats, such as HTML. 
In ode to faciitate diita choa¢ editinǰ a pecięc  tain too ha 
¹ Gimena Del Río Riande (2016): Humanidades Digitales. Construcciones locales 
en contextos globales. SEDICIBlog. htp://edici.np.ed.a/o/ŘŖŗ6/Ŗř/ŘŘ/
humanidades-digitales-construccioneslocales-en-contextos-globales/ 
[2016-05-24].
² Annamaria Carusi; Torsten Reimer (2010): Virtual Research Environment 
Collaborative Landscape Study. A JISC funded project. Oxford e-Research 
Centre, University of Oxford and Centre for e-Research, King’s College London. 
htp://www.ic.ac./d/poect/itaȬeeachȬenionent [2016-05-24].
³ Elena González-Blanco (2016): Un nuevo camino hacia las humanidades dig-
itales. El laboratorio de innovación en humanidades digitales de la UNED 
(LINHD). In Signa: Revista de la Asociación Española de Semiótica 25. 79-93. 
htp://dianet.niioa.e/eet/aticoǵcodioƽśŚŝ6ŝ6Ř [2016-05-24]; Del Río 
Riande 2016.
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been developed as a cloud application implemented with Vaadin, an 
open-source Java framework and integrated in EVILINHD: TEIScribe.4
TEIScribe helps the Digital Humanities community to concurrently label 
texts with TEI without XML knowledge through a graphic and intuitive 
design that aims to break language and technological barriers. The tool, 
which was conceived and developed for the BIESES project in order to 
boost collaborative work5, is based on some of the existing collaborative 
cloud editors (such as FontoXML, or CWRC writer), so its learning curve 
i ow. The ceationǰ odięcationǰ and eiinatin of ae and ati-
butes is done with only a few mouse clicks. Since not all projects have 
the same labeling needs6, each text in TEIScribe is linked to a particular 
chee that etaihe the TEI ęe tcte ǻan  ęeǼ.  doc-
ments  employed by the application are stored in a NoSQL database, a 
docenta dataaeǰ nae¢ eitdǰ which oani£e the diěeent 
XML documents and schemes by project, and their correspondence. In 
thi wa¢ǰ the too eat¢ ipięe the e’s work, since it can automat-
ically detect and highlight mistakes on labels, which do not meet the 
requirement of associated schemes.
Ÿ TEIcie: Tetin eion in EII
. htp://www.eiinhd.co:ŞŖŞŖ/Te¡tȬ
Edito/ǵeionƽpea [2016-05-24].
Ź iee aanda etio: IEE poect. IoafÇa de Ecitoa EpaÛoa. 
htp://www.iee.net/ [2016-05-24].
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